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Abstract

Self-regulated learning (SRL) and metacognitive processes are important in education because they contribute to effective learning and improved academic performance. Metacognitive SRL may be facilitated by the implementation of computer technology. This qualitative study examined the presence and use of metacognitive SRL processes among elementary school students as they completed computer- and paper-based reading assignments. Students in two after-school programs were recruited from a public school district in a southeastern region of the United States (U.S.). The participants consisted of 52 elementary students in Grades 2-5. Students participated in two, counterbalanced, conditions that involved computer- and paper-based reading assignments. Observations and semi-structured interviews were conducted. The results indicated that students were more likely to apply metacognitive SRL skills when reading on paper than reading on a computer. Overall, students showed signs of planning more in the paper than in the computer condition but student behaviors and responses differed between grades. Monitoring practices appeared in both the computer- and the paper-based reading assignment, with monitoring connected with background knowledge in Grades 2 and 3 but reading content in Grades 4 and 5. Control processes such as retrying and representing graphically were more common in the computer- than in the paper-based reading assignment across all grades. Students used their score in a reading assignment as an evaluation tool to assess performance in the computer- and paper-based reading condition. These findings suggest that the utilization of prior information, integration of multimedia and verbal signals, and comfort level with the reading medium all influenced students' SRL decision-making.
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Introduction

Investments in education that are tied to computer technology in classrooms have increased recently (Gray & Lewis, 2021; Smith, 2016). Due to these initiatives, one computer per student is now virtually universally used (The White House, 2021; U.S. Department of Education, 2016; Zheng et al., 2016). The use of computers in the classroom enhances teaching and learning. In the domain of reading, computer technology is widely used. Studies have shown that digital reading can contribute to the development of language skills (Mayer, 2003; Xu et al., 2021), foster active learning (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010; Fiorella & Mayer, 2016; Robinson, 2016), and increase interest (Schiavo et al., 2021). Yet, such challenges as adaptive learning, prolonged engagement, task processing stemmed from digital modalities exist (Greenhow et al., 2022; Máñez et al., 2022). Also, variation in reading comprehension between grades and digital and print media (Clinton, 2019; Furenes et al., 2021), differences in achievement scores (Gulek & Demirtas, 2005; Mora et al., 2018), but also in higher-order thinking have been reported (Combrinck & Mtsatsi, 2019; Earle et al., 2020). Despite the growing popularity of computer technology in education, there is limited evidence that primary school students use higher-order cognitive skills for text comprehension in their typical classroom and computer lab environments. Incorporating self-reflections and learning strategies into computer-based classrooms implies that learners would have to assess the thought process behind their conclusions; this process is known as metacognitive SRL. The current qualitative study attempts to fill this gap by providing naturalistic accounts of students’ completing computer- and paper-based reading assignments. The findings may provide insights into ways elementary students apply SRL metacognitive processes and may have implications for instruction and educational technology.

The Interplay of Self-Regulated Learning and Computer Use

Planning, monitoring, control strategies, and evaluation are all part of the SRL metacognitive processes (Bandura, 1991; Pintrich & de Groot, 1990; Schunk, 2008). Planning is the process of thinking strategically and taking proactive steps to achieve a learning objective (Corno, 1994; Greene et al., 2010). Monitoring is the cognitive response that propels learning objectives while controlling thought and behavior (Brown, 1977; Pintrich, 1999). Metacognitive SRL entails active control and corrective actions, as well as learning tactics like concept organization, close reading, reading aloud, and retrying (Flavell, 1979). Evaluation involves the performance mechanism by which a learner assesses if the desired goals have been met (Koriat, 2012; Manlove et al., 2007; Zimmerman, 1989). Examining SRL metacognitive indicators can help us understand the ways scaffolding, modeling, feedback, and interactivity assist students while engaging in computer tasks (Bannert et al., 2015; Serrano et al., 2018; Sha et al., 2012). Researchers have suggested that the integration of computer technology in education is important as computers can encourage the transfer of prior knowledge (Bulu & Pedersen, 2012; Muis et al., 2015; Price & Oliver, 2007). Notable effects using computers in education have been reported in relation to memory gains and attention (Chevalère et al., 2021; Schacter & Szpunar, 2015); use of higher-order executive skills for goal attainment (Al-Jarrah et al., 2018); problem-solving development in middle-school students (Muis et al., 2016; Postholm, 2011), and in high-school students metacognitive SRL during online courses and in math-learning software (Dresel & Haugwitz, 2008; Lin et al., 2017). Conversely, digital reading may produce taxed working memory and cognitive load (Paans et al., 2018; Pratt & Martin, 2017), miscalibration between perceived and actual accuracy in performance tests (Pileggi & Fiorella, 2016), or boredom and frustration that may cause distraction in goal achievement (Artino, 2009). In summary, metacognitive SRL develops during the middle-school years and involves the ability to make autonomous learning choices, to adapt goals to new circumstances, and modify responses after receiving positive or negative feedback.

Self-Regulated Learning and Computer- versus Paper-Based Reading

In the present study, we attempt to shed light on students’s reading comprehension. The process of learning entails coming to conclusions through self-reflection and self-regulatory strategies (Groß, 2021); these processes are also essential in reading comprehension (Earle et al., 2020; Qi, 2021). The most appropriate way for students to extract meaning during reading is through conscious and controlled use of reading strategies, which requires a degree of metacognitive skills (Koutsoorki, 2020; Pressley & Afflerbach, 1996). Notably, reading comprehension is associated with increased SRL practices (C.-M. Chen et al., 2019; Q.-S. Chen, 2009). Scaffolded supports have been positively associated with SRL processes and metacognitive strategies in computer-based educational environments (Serrano et al., 2018; Vidal-Abarca et al., 2010). Past research has demonstrated that scaffolding strategies in online environments can boost the metacognitive skills of sixth graders, and these skills depend upon the use of prior knowledge in upper-grade students (Bulu & Pedersen, 2012; Roussel, 2011). But, in a meta-analysis of 54 studies between 2000-2017, Delgado et al. (2018) compared print and digital reading for children and adults and pinpointed a digital inferiority of the computer medium in fostering reading comprehension and
learning tasks. Furthermore, Clinton (2019) conducted a meta-analysis on 33 studies that examined paper versus screen reading for children and adults during a decade, 2008-2018. Their findings suggested that paper reading constituted a more efficient way to comprehend the material and improve test performance than screen reading. Furenes et al. (2021) also meta-analyzed findings from 39 studies that focused on paper and digital reading in children ages 1 to 8 years old. Their findings corroborated previous results that showed lower comprehension rates of digital than paper reading. However, the authors professed that digital reading that contained visual and story vocabulary cues outperformed paper reading. And, Latini and Bråten (2022) researched a sample of 116 Norwegian undergraduate students in relation to reading informational texts on a tablet versus paper. The results did not favor the hypothesis of paper offering comprehension advantages. In fact, there were no differences between the two media in terms of metacognitive cognitive and behavioral activities during text processing. Therefore, examining metacognitive SRL practices of elementary students in computer-based versus paper-and-pen reading tasks can advance our knowledge-base regarding differences in development and impact of the reading medium.

From a methodological perspective, observations and in-depth interviews can produce deep explorations of SRL metacognitive practices in computer-supported learning (Ferreira et al., 2017; Postholm, 2011; Robson, 2016). Past qualitative approaches to examining computer-based SRL include: (a) discourse analysis of virtual learning interactive communities where a reconciliation of individualized with collaborative learning was enacted (Delfino, et al., 2008); (b) triangulation of interviews from elementary and middle school students, teachers, and administrators which revealed positive correlations between personalized computer learning and persistence in completing reading assignments (Underwood & Banyard, 2008); (c) case study for primary school students where video-engaging recall produced fewer monitoring activities in reading (Pratt & Martin, 2017); (d) transcriptions of students’ speaking aloud utterances demonstrating that student engaging in a hypermedia-learning environment contributed to deep-strategy use (Deekens et al., 2018). The current study extends previous qualitative research by incorporating natural accounts of elementary-aged students as they complete computer and paper-pencil reading assignments.

Research Questions

This qualitative study had two research questions: (1) “Do elementary students demonstrate the use of SRL metacognitive processes during computer-based and paper-pencil reading tasks?”; and (2) “Are there apparent differences in the use of SRL metacognitive processes between the primary and upper elementary grades?”

Methods

Epistemological Paradigm

We applied the epistemology of constructivism to shed light and meaning into the reality of computer technology use in elementary education (Krauss, 2005; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). We conducted observations and semi-structured interviews to (a) record actions and utterances in a naturalistic educational setting; (b) gain a deeper level of detail by establishing rapport with each participant; and (c) eliminate dominating or distracting voices, thus allowing a variety of perspectives and ideas to surface. Observations and semi-structured interviews were conducted concurrently (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2010; McCredden et al., 2019). Research assistance from trained undergraduate students contributed to the triangulation of methods and data and guarded against researcher bias (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).

Recruitment

We recruited elementary students in Grades 2-5 from two after-school programs in a southeastern U.S. school district. The first program was fee-based, served students from pre-K to grade 5 operated 5 days a week during the school year, and provided recreational and enrichment activities. The second after-school program was funded through the 21st Century Community Learning Centers program, served students from Kindergarten to grade 5, operated 3 days a week, and emphasized academic tutoring. The after-school programs gave us access to elementary students during non-school hours, thus affording us un interruption of regular instruction. The study was approved by the school district and the university’s IRB. We invited 156 parents, and 69 agreed to have their children participate (42% return rate). Out of 69 consented students, data collection produced 52 accounts and concluded in spring 2020 when the COVID-19 lockdown forced the suspension of all school activities.

Sample

The 52 students were from 32 different classrooms with different teachers. The final sample size was acceptable for achieving saturation for the underlined theoretical associations (Baker & Edwards, 2012; Saunders et al., 2018). Saturation was achieved when codes, themes, and theoretical components were repeated, and no new elements of relevance were revealed through additional data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Saunders et al., 2018). Participants’ age ranged
from 7 to 11 years-old (M = 9.06, SD = 1.21; 62% boys), and 29% were African-American, 6% Asian-American, and 65% European-American. As an indicator of socioeconomic status (SES), we used participation in a free or reduced meal program. Among participants, 21% received free lunch, 4% received reduced lunch, and 75% paid for their lunch (Table 1).

Measures

To conduct observations and semi-structured interviews, we employed items from the Junior Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (Jr. MAI; Sperling et al., 2002) and the original MAI (Schraw & Dennison, 1994). The subscale regulation of cognition was used for assessing the following dimensions: planning (3 items – “think before I choose,” “think of several ways,” and “make side notes”, including annotating and pointing at words with cursor or pencil); monitoring (2 items – “ask how well I am doing,” and “check before moving on”); control-learning strategies (3 items – “draw diagrams,” “pay attention to cues,” and “read out aloud”); evaluation (4 items – “go over unclear information,” “reread,” “ask myself if I learned,” and “know how well I did”). Items were adapted to reflect engagement with computer- and paper-and-pencil-based reading assignments. During the observation phase, we recorded SRL metacognitive behaviors and questions from participants and notes and memos from researchers. During the interview phase, we asked participants about their SRL metacognitive behaviors and cognitive processes using prompts and follow-up questions.

Procedures

Each student attended two sessions: Condition 1 – reading assignment using computer; and Condition 2 – reading assignment using paper and pencil. Sessions were separated by 7-15 days. The order of conditions was counterbalanced and randomly assigned across students; in each grade, about half of students first completed the computer condition and half the paper-pencil condition. Each participant was observed and interviewed alone. In both conditions, students completed a reading assignment in a classroom lab. Observations and interviews were conducted by the principal researcher with support from four undergraduate assistants, one per session. Assistants were blinded to each other’s results and to principal researcher’s. Reading tasks in the computer condition were assigned by students’ teachers in their respective grade using the i-Ready online educational program which aligns with Common Core Standards (Curriculum Associates LLC., 2019). Two distinctive features of the online version of i-Ready are narration and feedback. Reading tasks in the paper-and-pencil i-Ready condition were assigned by the principal researcher. Students completed an i-Ready worksheet for reading based on curriculum and standards guidelines by the state Department of Education and the local school district for exemplar units and lessons for the academic year. Reading topics in each condition ranged from myths, fiction, and poetry, to scientific facts, narrative and expository texts. During each session, participants were observed for SRL metacognitive practices, think-aloud utterances, and questions. Then, the researchers conducted interviews with students about their SRL metacognitive behaviors. Each session of observation and interview lasted on average 30 minutes. Items from Jr. MAI and MAI were read to participants and sometimes rephrased for clarification. To describe students’ reflections on SRL metacognitive processes and gain insights on direct and retrospective cognitive and behavioral practices,

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Profile</th>
<th>2nd grade Count (%)</th>
<th>3rd grade Count (%)</th>
<th>4th grade Count (%)</th>
<th>5th grade Count (%)</th>
<th>Total Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>6 (67%)</td>
<td>9 (64%)</td>
<td>12 (71%)</td>
<td>5 (42%)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>3 (33%)</td>
<td>5 (36%)</td>
<td>5 (29%)</td>
<td>7 (58%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>3 (33%)</td>
<td>5 (36%)</td>
<td>2 (12%)</td>
<td>5 (42%)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian-American</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (12%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European-American</td>
<td>6 (67%)</td>
<td>9 (64%)</td>
<td>13 (76%)</td>
<td>6 (50%)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free or Reduced Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>2 (22%)</td>
<td>3 (21%)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>5 (42%)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>7 (78%)</td>
<td>10 (72%)</td>
<td>15 (88%)</td>
<td>7 (58%)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Breakdown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>5 (56%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>4 (44%)</td>
<td>10 (71%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>4 (29%)</td>
<td>9 (53%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>8 (47%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (42%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>7 (58%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we asked follow-up, open-ended questions (e.g., “Why do you say that?”, or “Could you tell me more about that?”). We recorded behaviors and thinking processes related to a specific reading assignment given during the session, as well as to a reading assignment typically given at school. Memos from the principal researcher and the undergraduate students were also included in the data.

**Data Analysis**

Qualitative analysis was conducted using the NVivo 12 software (QSR International, Melbourne, Australia). The data analysis involved the following stages: (a) listening to audio recordings and transcribing them; (b) reading transcripts to highlight comments or phrases representative of participants' perspectives; (c) clustering of highlighted statements into summaries for generating domains of meaning; (d) classifying data sources by type (e.g. semi-structured interviews, observation notes, researcher memos); (e) identifying sections corresponding to general concepts or themes; and (f) aligning original codes with key SRL metacognitive processes. Once all statements were coded, four major classifications (themes) emerged based on the theoretical framework of SRL and metacognition; these were planning, monitoring, control, and evaluation. Analyzing these data allowed for reflections on emerged themes and comparisons between the two conditions; these themes included sounding out, and distractions. The data were closely examined to create lists of codes. New codes were constantly compared to earlier codes, and final codes were integrated into the theoretical constructs used. As codes integrated into main themes, we checked for additional sub-codes and performed axial coding to further collapse the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In addition, we cross-referenced codes with all data sources (i.e., observations, interviews, and memos) to deeply explore the data. The primary analytic strategies used were thematic analysis and triangulation. The researchers reviewed coded sections and looked for emerging themes across data sources according to the constant comparative method (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Then, the researchers checked for converging or conflicting findings by groups of participants and data collection method.

**Trustworthiness and Authenticity**

Triangulation of data (i.e., field observations, semi-structured interviews, and memos from multiple researchers) was employed to achieve transferability of conclusions and trustworthiness (Guba, 1981; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Kornbluh, 2015). Credibility was ensured by instantaneous checking data accuracy as previously recommended (Shenton, 2004). To ensure dependability we examined the raw data in each condition and against the researchers’ personal reflections in memos and in audit trails that evaluated the effectiveness of the qualitative inquiry and implementation. To ensure trustworthiness, we: (a) triangulated the sources; (b) employed multiple raters; (c) matched the data with pre-determined theoretical constructs and created additional codes for emerged themes; (d) engaged with the data through a prolonged analytic process and the writing of rich descriptions; and (e) applied member checking of behaviors observed in interviews. To ensure authenticity, we: (a) used original research objectives; (b) maintained a consistent demeanor when observing and interviewing students; (c) involved original and follow-up questions to account for evolving themes; (d) defined constructs with an operational codebook; (e) performed critical appraisal and interpretation of the data (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Morrow, 2005; Yin, 2011).

**Measures Against Researcher Bias**

To protect against researcher bias, we treated students as active agents with their own voice (Howitt & Cramer, 2011). The principal researcher guided conversations using simple language and specific prompts. Moreover, students participated at their own free will in accordance with ethical research guidelines. Trustworthiness and credibility were safeguarded as described earlier. Finally, the researchers engaged in self-reflection and self-questioning using memos and personal comments to eliminate traces of implicit bias (Wilson, 1998).

**Results**

Next, we present our findings in each metacognitive SRL dimension, namely planning, monitoring, control, and evaluation processes.

**Planning**

In the computer condition, second and third grade students first read a passage in its entirety and looked for word definitions, then responded to questions. Students in Grades 3 and 4 pointed the cursor to words to direct eye-text movement. When asked, third graders replied that they intuitively used response elimination but they could not explain why. Statements from fourth grade students suggested a reliance on teacher instruction and an emphasis on specific vocabulary words as planning tactics. In general, students did not annotate on a separate piece of paper. Remarkably, third and fourth graders perceived annotations as “cheating” because of not using their “own brain” but an external aid. Fifth graders relied on computer characters for story narration or question citation, a tactic that resulted in responding without reading. However, fifth graders claimed that computer narration helped them comprehend word definitions and pronunciation and validate their own thinking process:
During the paper-based assignment, second graders finger- or pencil-pointed while reading, or numbered verses in poems. Third and fourth graders approached paper reading with a plan: some first checked all text boxes and passage in the worksheet, whereas others looked at all questions first and answered them second. In addition, third graders mentioned tangible elements for planning their reading in print (e.g., looking at title or identifying context clues, and then “circling the best response”, or “eliminating at least half of those [responses] that might be wrong.”) Fourth graders appeared influenced by the reading genre and paused to integrate previous learning before responding to questions. Unlike computer reading, fourth graders created annotations, especially for reading texts perceived as “hard.” Finally, fifth grade students viewed reading passages in their entirety, pondered, and then started answering questions. They notably avoided annotations because they perceived them as “off-track” distracting activities.

Students across conditions and grades used a structural approach to reading and pointed either the computer cursor or pencil to focus and complete a reading assignment. However, we identified the following variations in planning between conditions: (a) fourth graders integrated prior knowledge for completion more in the paper than the computer condition; (b) third graders used more context clues in the paper than in computer condition; (c) third grade students applied the process of elimination in both conditions; (d) fourth graders made annotations in both conditions; and (e) fifth grade students listened to computer narration.

**Monitoring**

During the computer-based reading assignment, second grade students asked themselves questions and repeated difficult words to crystallize understanding. Another monitoring method was to ask the researchers questions about the writing segment of a reading assignment, or about the meaning or spelling of a word. Third graders used rechecking and rereading after receiving a bad grade in a test. Rereading prompted students to rely on computer character narration because it “helps to understand and get it right.” Fifth graders, however, perceived computer character narration as confusing because it contradicted their prior knowledge. Those students talked to themselves to recall previously learned elements in the text and then continued reading to understand. Fourth and fifth graders commonly used computer feedback for monitoring and in revising responses:

> “If I can’t remember what I answered wrong, the program tells me when I answer a question wrong. When I don’t understand it, I might read it a couple of times. And then, I might see if the computer will read it just to clarify what it is.”

During the paper-based reading assignment, students either asked themselves or asked the researchers questions:

> As a student read multiple choice options, he said “maybe” for the correct option. In the case of open-ended questions, the student repeated the phrase “which item supports the point” before he answered. The student tilted his head up and whispered, “what was I thinking about that?” After the student read options again, he posed a question by asking “so what was the question again?” (Researchers’ observation notes for second grade students)

Students focused on the meaning and pronunciation of challenging words while completing paper-based reading assignments. Students in Grades 2 and 3 verified responses upon teacher review. However, fourth graders said that “second-guessing” was a disadvantage and resulted in wrong responses “because a lot of times when I do that, I get it wrong when I [at first] had the right answer.” Furthermore, most fourth and fifth graders were concerned with “how to do things” in completing open-ended questions, reading aloud, recording evidence from passages, or graphically representing meaning.

Overall, students demonstrated monitoring practices in both the computer- and paper-based reading assignments, i.e., asking questions, and rechecking answers. Monitoring was knowledge-based in Grades 2 and 3 meaning prior knowledge of content affected the process of monitoring. Conversely, monitoring was task-based in Grades 4 and 5, meaning familiarity with condition affected the process of monitoring. There were variations between conditions and grades in monitoring practices. Fourth and fifth grade students used computer-generated feedback to a greater extent than students in other grades. Third grade students used informational clues more in the paper than in the computer condition.

**Sounding out**

A sub-theme of monitoring documented more in the paper than in the computer condition, was “sounding out.” According to students, “sounding out” meant piecing together a word from its syllables. In the computer-based assignment, “sounding out” occurred with computer-generated feedback. For second and third graders, “sounding words out” was a way to understand ambiguous reading elements and correctly complete the assignment. Fourth grade
students relied on the computer for pronunciation and meaning of unknown words: “if it’s important, I’ll click on [word] and [computer program] will have a speech thing. I’ll see what it is and the definition of the word.” However, fifth graders stated that when tried “sounding out” this strategy did not improve their comprehension.

Second, third, and fourth grade students retrospectively mentioned that, in the paper-based reading assignment, “sounding it out” helped them understand unknown or unclear words. Among second graders, “sounding out” words was not beneficial; however, for third grade students, sounding out helped “figure out what the answer is” and contributed to close reading strategies (e.g., rereading, reflecting). Fourth graders mentioned that examining the parts of a word aided in content comprehension of paper reading assignments: “I look at the beginning of the word and what that means, then I look at the end of the word, and then I figure out what the word means.” Other fourth graders mentioned that “sounding out” was a multi-step process: “I’ll cover up part of the words and say ‘participation.’ I’ll cover up ‘icipation’ and I say, ‘I know that word is ‘part’ and then I’ll figure out the next part.”

Control

Students demonstrated some control processes during computer-based reading, one of which was organizing information in charts and tables. Fourth and fifth grade students acknowledged that creating pictures or diagrams left mental traces that aided in remembering information. Yet, when asked, students across grades reported that tables/charts did not aid comprehension of computer reading assignments. Students in Grades 2 and 3 stated that information on sidebars and context clues assisted them with deciphering important information. Likewise, students in Grades 4 and 5 used information cues and “read it” buttons to review and understand computer-based reading passages. This helped students to “almost always get the questions right.” Surprisingly, computer read aloud tools assisted students with reading text.

During the paper-based reading assignments, students demonstrated some control processes. Table/chart creation was more challenging in the paper than the computer condition for early elementary students. Many of them did not understand how to do it and skipped parts of reading assignments. Fifth graders successfully created organizational charts but time restrictions prevented from completing them. In the paper condition, students used surface-level strategies, e.g., underlining or circling; this was mostly evident among second graders. Third graders tended to pause and ponder as they gradually completed the writing portion of paper reading assignments, whereas fourth graders read titles, bold words, and hint boxes. Response elimination (i.e., crossing out response choices and circling the correct or best response) was a prominent comprehension control strategy for fifth grade students. Reading aloud was hardly evident across students. Students in Grades 2 and 3 claimed that they did not want “to give away” their answers and attested that “reading in my head is more helpful” and this way “I would not interrupt the class.” Other fourth graders seemed to associate reading aloud with an emotional state because “if I can’t do it, it makes me more stressed out, and when I can read out loud, I can understand it while I have to process it in my head reading it.” But with incorrect selections, voicing words silently and retrying were observed in third, fourth, and fifth graders.

Generally, students across grades were keener in retrying and organizing during computer than paper reading, but they performed close reading mostly in paper reading assignments. Reading aloud was barely documented in any of the two conditions, whereas the use of visual cues facilitated retrying in both conditions. During both the computer and paper conditions, visual elements seemed to mediate students’ review and retry. Visual elements functioned as comprehension triggers to check learning. These features included checkmarks, smiley faces, and praise from animated characters in the computer condition, but bold words and informational text boxes in the paper condition. In both conditions, students in Grades 2, 3, and 4 stated that they had not been taught schematic representations of content. Most younger students could not recognize relationships, identify patterns, and establish connections in text. Nevertheless, computer embedded charts facilitated student learning because they made content easier to understand and remember. Yet, computer embedded charts discouraged students from creating charts on their own.

Distractions. A sub-theme of control that emerged was “distractions,” and more so in computer than in paper reading. A form of distraction was eye regression – defined by Squire (2009) as the backward movement of the eye when reading. In our study, eye regression represented eye movement away from the text which seemed to interrupt SRL practices and independent learning. Eye regression was more evident in older than younger students. Second graders relied on computer character narration of text or questions and responses which contributed to eye regression. Fourth graders seemed to divert their attention from the computer screen and look elsewhere, or fidgeted with irrelevant objects (e.g., own glasses, headphone cord). Likewise, eye regression in fifth grade students resulted in performing no SRL practices and randomly responding without reading. Some third-grade students crossed hands or held their face in boredom in
response to lengthy passages and difficult vocabulary during the computer-based reading assignment. Students reported that completing computer reading assignments decreased concentration. However, older students perceived “distractions” as advantageous because they triggered them to seek assistance from teachers.

Evaluation

In computer-based reading, students used embedded features to evaluate their performance; however, there were small variations between grades. To check the accuracy of a response, students relied on interactive multimedia including “green highlighted text” or “confetti throws” for correct responses, or green “DONE” signs for completed responses. Furthermore, praise prompts such as “beautiful,” “you got it;” “good job,” or “nice one” enabled second-grade students to evaluate their progress. Third graders evaluated their performance using their progress score: “because one time, I didn’t check my answer, I did mostly move on to the question, but then I got a ‘71’ because I didn’t go back and now I’m starting to go back and see.” Fourth and fifth graders used computer feedback for evaluation when reviewing responses. Other fourth graders clicked on different response options to hear them in a sentence and then proceed to selecting using “trial and error.”

During paper-based reading, students evaluated their performance by returning to the text. Repetitive going back was evident in the writing portion of the assignment, especially for students in Grade 3 or higher. Third graders stated that new information necessitated to “look at words around it” for clarity. Fifth graders seemed to rely on memory skills because they checked back less often than students in earlier grades. There were no instant evaluation prompts in paper-based reading. Students across grades reported that they did not always know their progress on paper reading assignments, unless the teacher graded it instantly and marked it with “smiley faces.”

Overall, students across grades used their progress score to assess their performance in the computer and paper condition. However, we recorded two major differences in evaluation between the two conditions. First, students reported that they received continuous feedback and an instantaneous score during computer-based reading, whereas teacher feedback and score were delayed during paper-based reading. A faster evaluation seemed to provide more opportunities for corrective actions in computer-than paper-based reading. The second difference was that students return to the text to review and evaluate their performance more often in the paper-than the computer-based reading assignment.

Students across all grade levels demonstrated SRL metacognitive processes under both reading conditions, although primary grade students were more likely to do so when reading on paper. Specifically, students showed more signs of planning in the paper than in the computer condition but student behaviors and responses differed between grades. Monitoring practices appeared in both the computer- and the paper-based reading assignment; monitoring relied on prior content knowledge in Grades 2 and 3 and reading medium in Grades 4 and 5. Control processes such as retrying and organizing were more common in the computer- than in the paper-based reading. Close reading habits appeared more in paper than in computer reading, whereas distractions influenced control strategies more in computer- than in paper-based reading. Students used their progress score for evaluation of performance in both conditions.

Figure 1 highlights the main ideas associated with SRL metacognitive dimensions in the computer- and paper-based reading conditions.

Discussion

The present qualitative study examined if elementary students in Grades 2-5 demonstrate SRL metacognitive processes during computer- and paper-based reading comprehension tasks and whether differences in SRL decision-making between conditions exist across grade levels. We documented that while students across all grade levels demonstrated SRL metacognitive processes under both conditions, strategy selection varied by grade level, and was overall more prevalent during paper-based reading.

The elementary students of the present sample regulated cognition by applying more types of planning and control processes in the paper than in the computer condition, and by demonstrating monitoring and evaluation processes in both conditions. Previous research has consistently shown the effects of planning to be present in older students (middle, high school, and undergraduate students) during both computer- and paper-based reading assignments (Follmer & Sperling, 2019; Manlove et al., 2007). Elementary students, however, have not been found to use planning processes when using electronic media (Muis et al., 2016), which may be attributed to differences in task and medium. Complementing this research, our results suggest that students apply planning to purposefully set learning goals and use strategies for attaining these goals. This finding is demonstrated more so in paper- than computer-based reading assignments because students may be more accustomed with organizing their learning and completing reading assignments in paper format (Greene et al., 2010; Kuisma & Nokelainen, 2018).
Figure 1
Main Findings of Metacognitive SRL Processes Between Computer and Paper Reading Assignments in Grades 2-5
Students in our study demonstrated specific judgements that lead to monitoring practices in both computer and paper reading such as going back to the text in accordance with previous research in high school students (Hardcastle et al., 2017). Also, the present students engaged in the control strategy of close reading more in the paper than in the computer condition likely because they seemed to understand the presented features better during paper- than computer-based reading, which is consistent with past findings in middle and high school students (Kim & Kim, 2013; Stoop et al., 2013). Furthermore, we saw that students paid attention to visual and context clues to monitor reading deficiencies and apply learning strategies. However, previous studies found more difficulty in the comprehension of text in screen/ computer-based reading, which could also lead to more need for SRL strategies during monitoring and control (Clinton, 2019; Delgado et al., 2018; Furenes et al., 2021; Latini & Bråten, 2022). Similarly, standards of coherence could play a role in the strategies that are used. Collectively, the present results indicate that students shift their focus from “learning to read” in Grades 2 and 3 to “reading to learn” in Grades 4 and 5.

We also found that computer reading posed greater distractions than paper reading (e.g., computer characters), which may interfere with control strategies, as others have shown (Panadero, 2017; Salmerón et al., 2021; Storz & Hoffman, 2013). Detrimental effects on reading comprehension have been recorded in fifth grade students who use computers (Halamish & Elbaz, 2020), but positive metacognitive effects have been documented in third to fifth grade students who read e-books (Connor et al., 2019). Our findings showed that younger students were more attentive than older students which could be attributed to the nature and content of the reading assignment. In our computer assignment, the stimulating cues and animated characters were simpler in earlier grades but more complex in later grades. This may produce a cognitive load that disables monitoring and control in older students. It is therefore possible that teacher’s instruction can aid students in differentiating between those features that promote versus those that impede SRL metacognitive strategies during computer-based reading assignments.

Two findings worth discussing are representation of text in tables and phonics exercises. First, students across grades used embedded charts and tables to transfer content in computer-based reading, but they did not graphically represent content in paper-based reading, with the exception of fifth graders who did. Organizing text graphically aids memorization and comprehension (Ponce et al., 2013; Zimmerman & Martinez Pons, 1986). Our study showed that graphic organizers may contribute to retention but the ability to comprehend was not reported, a finding that contradicts previous research on reading in print (Ackerman & Leiser, 2014; Crooks & Cheon, 2013; Schwartz et al., 1998). A possible explanation for the differences between our findings and those of previous studies is that younger students have not yet learned to recognize patterns in content and meaning, whereas older students have. We suggest that transfer of knowledge (e.g., the ability to graphically organize text) has not been achieved equally well for the two reading formats which may instigate modeling strategies and think alouds from teachers.

Second, students used the phoniotic approach of sounding words out more in the paper than in the computer condition. However, sounding-out did not yield the desired result (i.e., monitoring comprehension) among students in early grades which is in agreement with previous literature showing that younger students may still be in the process of understanding language conventions (Paris & Flukes, 2005; Ceyhan & Yildiz, 2021). Older students understood which reading comprehension processes were appropriate for paper assignments, but for computer assignments older students relied on electronic characters for phonological processing and phoneme awareness. In fact, the computer medium hindered sounding out, read aloud, and subsequent reading comprehension for students across grades, which is a novel finding in the literature of computer-assisted learning and metacognition. A possible explanation is that students have probably not received instruction on how to transfer phonetic exercises to computer reading assignments. Also, when students had the story narrated to them during the computer condition, this would mean that they were no longer reading which could have influenced the processes involved. Future research should address shortcomings of educational software design and ways teachers could overcome them in eliciting student comprehension and learning.

Finally, students used their performance to evaluate their progress in reading assignments, whether on computer or paper. Our findings in the computer condition showed that our participants received direct and explicit feedback that provided opportunities for students to recheck and correct a response, as past research has shown (Andrade, 2019; Azevedo & Hadwin, 2005; Manlove et al., 2007). This finding may be explained by the fact that computer-based feedback promotes persistence in successfully completing reading assignments. However, multiple rechecking and recalling of information was demonstrated more in the paper- than in the computer-based reading assignments. One possible explanation is that the computer software does not allow students to frequently recheck and revise, whereas the paper worksheet does. These findings suggest that education professionals and software developers should consider equivalent features for
elementary students evaluating, rechecking, and correcting their reading assignments.

Taken together the present and past findings indicate that planning, monitoring, control, and evaluation develop during the elementary school years, and this is slightly more evident in paper- than in computer-based reading assignments.

**Implications**

Our findings have implications for theory and practice. Our results expand the theoretical perspectives of SRL and metacognition. In this study, elementary grade students exposed to computer-based reading tasks show emerging traits of self-regulation and metacognition as early as second grade, along with increased strategy use and flexibility in the upper elementary grades. The multidimensional aspect of metacognition is comprised of interconnected thought processes and regulatory skills, such as planning, monitoring, and evaluating that motivate learners and improve academic performance (Brown et al., 1981; Flavell, 1979; Pintrich & de Groot, 1990). It appears that elementary students have the potential to apply regulatory metacognitive strategies between reading media.

From a practical standpoint, our results indicate that elementary-aged students can use metacognitive SRL strategies to help themselves complete computer-based reading tasks effectively. Planning, monitoring, control, and evaluation are ways to restore deficiencies in reading while performing computer- and paper-based reading assignments, across grades. However, computer-based reading software can contain confounding features, of which educators need to be aware. For example, the gradual appearance of a passage or feedback from animated characters tends to hinder SRL practices. These elements may interrupt SRL thought process and actions and disable students’ own SRL capabilities. Students in computer-based reading assignments can receive instruction to set goals, ask themselves questions, read aloud, perform decoding and phonemic exercises without relying on computer characters that strip independent learning. Students in both conditions can improve cognitive deficiencies by cultivating cognitive schemas (memory, attention) that facilitate connections with different reading genres. Schematic representations using graphic organizers can potentially contribute to forming cognitive connections and applying SRL strategies. Likewise, modeling, and scaffolded instruction can focus on the process of acquiring SRL skills especially in low-stake and non-graded reading assignments. Finally, students across grades can collaborate during computer- and paper-based reading assignments in ways that promote knowledge sharing, peer interaction, and motivate high- and low-skill readers.

**Limitations and Strengths**

This research had limitations that should be considered. The sample included students from a single school district in a rural area and may not be fully representative of elementary students across the United States. There was unequal gender and grade distribution in the sample due to the school lockdown associated with the COVID-19 crisis. Finally, younger students seemed unfamiliar with the terminology of metacognitive SRL which we overcame by rephrasing question items. This practice, however, may have produced more thorough descriptions of SRL metacognitive processes in younger and older elementary-aged students.

The research also had strengths. Students served as controls of themselves and there was counterbalancing in the presentation of computer- and paper-based reading, which increases confidence that we identified true differences between conditions. Participants were observed and interviewed in a naturalistic setting with typical computer-based and paper-pen reading assignments. We generated in-depth findings by applying triangulation of methods and researchers. Finally, this is one of few studies where direct comparisons in metacognitive SRL processes were made between two popular reading modalities – computer and paper.

**Conclusions**

According to the qualitative data presented, students in lower and upper elementary grades possess SRL metacognitive skills, which are more readily apparent when performing reading tasks on paper than in computer. The results may imply increased familiarity with reading on paper and use of prior knowledge in the paper condition. Teachers may use these important insights as opportunities to cultivate and transfer SRL metacognitive skills in elementary students between the two reading formats – computer and paper.
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